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Video: The Search for water: illegal irrigation in Murcia
https://youtu.be/RuOhqQq-ttg
 Length – 8:21

Video to accompany feature article: The Mar Menor Crisis explained
https://youtu.be/G3v0FiP0ZoQ
 Link also found on page 4
 Length – 2:36
Total length of video in project – 10:57
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Murcia’s perpetual drought: a ticking time-bomb
Madeleine Rojahn
Water wars, Pollution, and convolution. It is the driest region in Europe and the most impacted by
climate change. Further, it is the first and foremost bearer of fruits and vegetables to the rest of
Europe. The region of Murcia, accounting for over 50 per cent of the Segura Basin District in Southeastern Spain, already exceeds its water resource availability by 200 per cent. Whilst the
agricultural sector drinks 85 per cent of ground water, the rest of the city runs off reused waste
water and desalinated sea water. As global warming dries the region further, citizens are still
thirsty, farmers want business; existing tensions fester, and new ones arise.

‘From Spain to Murcia, from Murcia the Mar Menor, for its sunny days, for its calm waters, clear and clean, that once
were and will be from Spain, Murcia. The Mar Menor from Murcia,’ a protestor’s hand-written sign.
Photo: Madeleine Rojahn

Around one hundred civilians united last month, throwing handfuls of black, rotten-looking waste
at the Regional office in Cartagena,
Murcia. Furiously, the otherwise placidseeming individuals blow into
fluorescent whistles and chant: “Salve el
Mar Menor! Salve el Mar Menor” –
“Save the Mar Menor! Save the Mar
Menor!” These demonstrations aren’t
unheard of, and each year frustrations
grow, fuelled by inaction, and by the
nonchalant attitude towards the
ongoing destruction of the Mar Menor.
The Mar Menor is a renowned pristine
lagoon which foreigners flock to in order
to bath in its warm waters that are
A protestor covered in the waste from the Mar Menor. Photo: Madeleine Rojahn
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sheltered from the recklessness of the Mediterranean, and its shallow floors which protect youth.
For years now, agricultural nutrients have poisoned what was the region’s icon of untouched,
natural beauty.
These demonstrations characterise a system exceeding capacity; pressure is causing
consequences to angrily leak through its seams. But it wasn’t always like this.
“Back in the 50’s, irrigation was scattered, with windmills that couldn’t take much water – their
best flow was about six or seven meters depth. After the 50’s came the electric power pumps that
had more depth - they can reach around 500 metres depth. And irrigation just expanded,” says
Gonzalo Babéra, expert on water conservation at the CEBAC-CSIC research centre of Murcia.
Manuel Martínez Balbi of the Office for the Promotion of the Environment and Climate Change in
Murcia expresses that growing impacts of climate change have spurred a sense of urgency in
some farmers. “There has been a greater awareness on the part of the farmers regarding the
emissions that their activity generates, and very especially for the use of nitrogen fertilisers that
generate a very powerful greenhouse gas called nitrous oxide.
Approximately every kilo of nitrogen with which our fields are fertilised contributes to climate
change with six kilos of carbon dioxide,” he says.
Murcia enjoys a semi-arid climate which allows it to produce fruit and vegetables over all four
seasons. The constant dumping of nitrates into the Mar Menor has compromised its ecosystem.
Over time, a slimy film of microscopic algae began to line its surface and blind the vegetation on
the bottom, depriving it of photosynthesis. Reportedly, the lagoon lost approximately 85 per cent
of its sea-floor vegetation. Pedro Luengo, of Spanish environmental group Ecologists in Action,
explains.

The Mar Menor crisis explained. Click to view
A dryer future
These protests provide a grim look into the future. Linked to both water shortage and climate
change, as Mr. Luengo explains, the protests that condemn agricultural pollution join an array of
other tensions that are intensified by drought. Right now, it seems that the pursuance of a
solution is being hindered by the political complacency of authorities, who focus on present
water-worries and economic gain, whilst sweeping the ticking time-bomb that climate change has
placed on Murcia’s mantelshelf, under the rug.
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“The reality is that we have little water. We will have much less water in the coming years, so we
have to change the socio-economic structure of the proactive system in Murcia,” says Dr. Julia
Martinez, executive director of the New Water Culture Foundation, an organisation that fosters a
new attitude towards water usage that combines the knowledge and skills of civilians, authorities,
specialists, and environmental groups.
Murcia has suffered from perpetual water deficit for decades and experiences a severe drought
approximately every seven years, each drought lasting two to three years, according to Jesús
Garcia, of the Segura Hydrographic Confederation (CHS) – the authority in charge of managing the
Segura Basin’s water resources. Mr. Balbi says that in the last decades, resources in the Segura
basin have reduced by 18 per cent as a consequence of climate change. Not only is there less
rainfall, but rising temperatures are causing moisture to leave reservoirs.
“For the future, our forecast is less rainfall but with more extreme events: both drought and flood
events will happen more regularly, and will be more intense,” says Mr. Garcia.
As demand for Murcia’s year-round produce grows, so does the desperation to access water. The
two continue to rise exponentially. One inseparable from the other, they rely heavily on
nonconventional resources of irrigated ground water, and particularly desalination of sea water,
to support their growth. Each day, one desalination plant produces 65,000 cubic metres a day,
enough to satisfy the consumption of 350,000 people. Although successful, these plants use a
huge amount of energy to produce drinkable water. Mr. Balbi expresses that the use of renewable
energy sources is urgent due to this.
“We have introduced the exigence of having renewable energies to counter the high cost of
energy that involves the desalination of water which is, from our point of view, the resources the
guarantees, in a future scenario of high climate change, the availability of water for the region.”
Global warming continues to deprive the area of rainfall and evaporate existing moisture. Dr.
Martinez asserts that in the last 25 years, the reduction in the Segura basin is the highest in all
Spanish river basins.
“In terms of available water, the impact is already evident, and it will probably increase in the
next coming years,” she says.
Warring over water
Murcia also relies on a transfer from the north’s Tajo River to help quench its thirst. Known as the
Tajo-Segura water transfer, this can only be provided when the north has water themselves.
When levels are low in the Tajo, Murcia remains parched. Since the 1970’s, drought conditions
have increased in the Tajo’s headwaters. A report by The Journal of Hydrology holds that a
“marked increase in temperature” has impacted water resources, increasing evapotranspiration
rates, the water deficit, and climate drought severity.”
The current system is already producing physical reactions as warnings such as the
overexploitation of irrigated lands reflected in the Mar Menor protests. But further, across the
country, civilians unite to oppose proposals for the building of interbasin water transfers (IBTs),
which allow for water to flow from the wetter north to the dry south. These tensions are multiple
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and have been dubbed ‘wars’ by many. Protesters rally to protect rights to their region’s water
and raise concern for vast social and environmental ramifications of the collection of damns,
pipelines and other infrastructure needed to transfer water. WWF calls IBTs the “quick fix” for
dealing with rapidly growing economies and populations. Often, they are implemented without
complete consideration of the effects of aggressively transforming both the water and land scape.

Tens of thousands protesting the Ebro ITB in 2015.
Photo: Vértex

A Protesting in 2015 against the Tajo-Segura water transfer.
Photo: Nacho Izquierdo (EFE)

The Tajo IBT is a pipeline in operation since 1978, spanning 286 kilometres and connecting basins
of the Tajo, Júcar, Segura and Guadiana. Its main misgivings are its lack of public consent and huge
overestimation of transfer capacity.
The pipeline aimed to provide an annual transfer of one square kilometre, but with insufficient
consideration of environmental impacts and a changing climate, it only managed to transfer 9.8
cubic kilometres in a period of 30 years since its inception. While authorities put faith in the IBT to
facilitate irrigation and support Murcia’s thriving agricultural industry, instead they were
backhanded with overwhelming managerial difficulties when the expectation for substantial
water transfers catalysed uncontrollable expansion of irrigation and illegal wells. And ultimately,
the destruction of the Mar Menor.
“In the last around 15 years, a social conflict has generated around this water transfer, because
the citizens in the Tajo Basin are demanding with big demonstrations in the street, and also with
important campaigns,” says Dr. Martinez.
“They demand to stop the Tajo-Segura water transfer.”
In 2007 northern Spanish civilians mobilised under the banner Red Tajo to oppose the impacts of
the ITB – sparked particularly by the drying up of rivers in major urban centres in 2006, whilst over
20 cubic metres was being donated to the Segura basin. In 2009, 50,000 people joined this cause.
“This water conflict is fuelled by climate change, because when there is drought in Murcia there is
also drought in the Tajo Basin.
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The social conflicts around the Tajo-Segura water transfer are increasing, and will go on
increasing, fuelled by climate change, because the lesser the water, the higher the conflict,” says
Dr. Martinez.
Currently, governments are deliberating another inter-basin water transfer – this time, from
Catalonia’s Ebro river, which is said to produce surplus water which is ‘wasted’ by flowing directly
into the Mediterranean. Planning for this ITB is over a decade old, and ever since its proposal,
thousands of civilians have campaigned to protect the Ebro River. In 2010, 50,000 civilians
marched in the Ebro Delta’s Amposta. The Spanish government continues to press the north to
share its water-wealth despite recommendations by the European Union and its Commission.
Later in 2016, another 50,000 united to rally in support for EU legislation, which defends the Ebro
from the IBT.
The building of the Ebro has significant aftereffects, which would devastate northern and central
citizens, who find it even more unappealing when the bulk of transfers are derived for agriculture
rather than people. 85 percent of water resources are allocated to agriculture, whilst 15 percent
is for the population’s supply. Mr. Garcia says this due to the ratio of agriculture to population.
“The public provision is with this amount ensured. There are basins in Spain with a higher water
supply, but this is related to the population in the area. If the population increases, the amount of
water will equally increase.”
“It is not acceptable from a social point of view because it generates a lot of impacts in the north.
For example, there is land which will be flooded, people who will lose their own land - and just to
give their water to other people in the south, they are demanding more and more and more, not
for drinking, just for business,” says Dr. Martinez.
With the current system tangled into a knot complicated by pollution, wars, and future concerns,
many have speculated that a new path must be taken.
A 2009 report from Water Resources Research expresses the urgency of the situation in Murcia.
“Given the context of global climate change, characterised by predictions of greater severity and
frequency of droughts, water availability is expected to decline. Thus, it will be increasingly
difficult or impossible to satisfy external water demand using the current management strategy It is likely that new approaches will be needed.”
Santiago Peréz Blaya, President of ProAgua Foundation, an organisation that unites farmers in the
stance against climate change and the current management of water in Murcia, says that the
foundation’s biggest concern is the dynamic of the economy and its greediness – “make money is
the premise.”
“We think there must be a balance, without compromising people’s well-being,” he says.
Protesters, initiatives, campaigns are all fighting for a new path to be taken, warnings flash
through the increasingly warming country. It may be obvious that change is needed, but this path
is blinded by current worries and economic maintenance.
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And one may wonder: is the situation in Murcia the beginning of a new Mad Max dystopia, where
water is the liquid gold everyone fights over?
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